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We analyze the eets of site-dilution disorder on the thermodynami properties of the two-
dimensional Kondo neklae using nite-temperature stohasti series expansion. Results will be
disussed for the dependene on dilution onentration, temperature, and Kondo exhange-oupling
strength of the uniform suseptibility, the staggered struture fator, and the Chakravarty-Halperin-
Nelson ratio. Dilution is shown to indue eetive free-spin lusters in the gapped phase of the lean
system with a low-temperature Curie onstant renormalized below 1/4. Furthermore, dilution is
demonstrated to generate antiferromagneti order in the quantum disordered phase of the lean
system, i.e. order-from-disorder. In turn, the quantum ritial point of the lean system, separating
an antiferromagneti from a paramagneti dimerized state at a ritial Kondo exhange-oupling
strength Jc ≈ 1.4 is suppressed. Finally, speulations on a renormalized lassial behavior in the
dilution indued ordered phase are stated.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 05.70.Jk, 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Mg
Quantum ritial points (QCPs), i.e. zero temperature
phase transitions as a funtion of some ontrol parameter
are likely to be at the ore of unonventional nite tem-
perature behavior of many novel materials
1,2
. Quantum
antiferromagnets (AFMs) with an intrinsi spin dimeriza-
tion and weak inter-dimer exhange like K(Tl)CuCl3
3,4
or BaCuSi2O6
5
are of partiular interest here, sine they
allow for swithing between quantum disordered spin-
gapped phases and states with magneti long-range order
(LRO). QCPs have been indued in these materials both,
by tuning the inter-dimer exhange via pressure
6,7,8
, as
well as by applying external magneti elds
9,10,11
.
Combining the physis of quantum ritial spin sys-
tems with that of disorder is an open issue. Site dilution
with non-magneti impurities has been observed to in-
due LRO in the spin gapped phases of several dimerized
quantum AFMs
12,13,14,15
. In spin ladders and dimerized
spin hains a piture of weakly interating 'defet mo-
ments' has emerged with enhaned AFM orrelations in
the viinity of the non-magneti sites
16,17,18,19
. In di-
mensions D ≥ 2 and at nite impurity onentration this
may trigger LRO in spin-gapped systems on bipartite lat-
ties and remove a QCP
20
. In the ontext of the uprate
parent ompounds
21
, site dilution of the 2D Heisenberg
AFM has been shown to lead to a QCP at perolation
where LRO is suppressed
22,23
. In addition to site dilution
several other forms of disorder are of interest. Early on
random exhange has been investigated in a variety of 1D
and 2D Heisenberg and Ising AFMs where it an lead to
random singlet x-points
24,25,26
and Griths phases
27
.
Very reently 'dimer dilution' has been studied in bi-
layer Heisenberg models yielding multiritial points at
perolation
28,29,30
.
In this work we fous on random site dilution in the
SU (2) symmetri 2D spin-1/2 Kondo-neklae (SKN)
whih is shown in g. 1
HSKN = j
∑
lm
SPl · SPm + J
∑
l
SPl · SIl (1)
Figure 1: 2D Kondo-neklae. Spin-1/2 moments oupled by
j and J and loated at verties in 'ondution-plane' P and on
'Kondo-sites' in plane I at end of dash-dotted lines. '◦' labels
randomly diluted 'Kondo-sites' with no magneti moment.
with j ≡ 1 hereafter. This model an be viewed as the
strong oupling limit at large Coulomb orrelations in the
ondution eletron band of the Kondo-lattie model at
half lling
31
. In turn, the two layers P and I in g. 1, will
be loosely referred to as 'ondution-band' and 'Kondo-
site' layer hereafter. The lean limit of the 2D SKN has
been studied at nite temperatures reently
31,32
. The
model exhibits a QCP between AFM-LRO and a dimer
phase at Jc ≈ 1.4. It shows temperature-saling and
a Chakravarty-Halperin-Nelson ratio onsistent with the
O (3) non-linear sigma model. The aim of this work is to
shed light onto the eet of randomly substituting non-
magneti ions into the Kondo-layer, as shown in g. 1.
In that ase the site index l in in the seond sum of eqn.
(1) runs only over those sites whih are oupied by a spin
in layer I.
Our analysis is based on the stohasti series expan-
sion (SSE) with loop-updates introdued by Sandvik
and Syljuasen
33,34
. Averaging over disorder ongura-
tions is performed by rapid thermalization using the
temperature-halving sheme proposed by Sandvik
35
. We
refer the reader to the latter three referenes for details.
In the following, all of the SSE results reported for a nite
dilution onentration omprise of an average over 1000
disorder ongurations on a system of N = 24 × 24 × 2
sites. The latter is justied by the rather weak nite size
dependene observed beyond this for the lean system
31
.
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Figure 2: (a), (b): Uniform suseptibility χu at J = 2 > Jc
vs. temperature for c=0.03, 0.1 and 0.2 and 1/1024 ≤ T ≤ 1
and for c = 0 and 0.05 ≤ T ≤ 1 on a lin-lin (a) and a log-
log sale (b). (): Tχu produt at c 6= 0 as ompared with
'free spin' approximation Tχu,fs from eqn. (3), for idential
parameters as in (a). (d): Tχu produt at c 6= 0 as ompared
to Curie behavior renormalized by 1/3. Statistial errors in all
panels either less than the solid-irle marker size or depited
by error bars. Legends label plots from top to bottom.
To begin we disuss the uniform suseptibility
χu =
〈
m2
〉
/T , (2)
where T is the temperature andm =
∑
n=P+I,l S
z
nl/N
o
is
the total spin z-omponent with No being the total num-
ber of sites oupied by a spin. The defet onentration
is c = 2NeI /N , where N
e
I is the number of empty site
in layer I, i.e. No = (2− c)N/2. In g. 2 we summa-
rize several aspets of χu versus temperature at J > Jc
whih refers to the gapped phase of the lean system.
The gure ontrasts the lean system for 0.05 ≤ T ≤ 1
against three impurity onentrations c = 0.03, 0.1, and
0.2 for 1/1024 ≤ T ≤ 1. First, g. 2(a) learly demon-
strates that the non-magneti defets indue low-energy
magneti density of states in the spin gap. Seond, the
log-log plot of g. 2(b) shows, that the suseptibility of
these states is similar to that of 'free' spins, i.e. it follows
almost a Curie law in the temperature range below the
spin gap.
To further eluidate the free spin behavior, we start
from the strong oupling limit, i.e. J →∞, of the Kondo-
neklae. In that ase and in the lean system the ground
state is a produt of singlets on the dash-dotted bonds of
g. 1. Removing a 'Kondo' spin leaves a free spin in the
'ondution' plane. Denoting the uniform suseptibility
per oupied site by χu,fs, with the index fs referring to
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Figure 3: Uniform suseptibility χu vs. temperature at c =
0.03 for J = 0.8 (dashed-double-dotted), 1.4 (dashed), and
2.4 (solid), orresponding to the AFM-LRO, the ritial and
the gapped regime at c = 0. Statistial errors are depited by
vertial bars.
the free spins, one has
χu,fs =
2 (1− c)
(2− c)
χu (c = 0) +
c
(2− c)
1
4T
. (3)
The rst term is the ontribution from the singlets and
the seond term stems from the free spins. To assess
the relevane of this free spin piture - other than in
the strong oupling limit - we may use eqn. (3) with
χu (c = 0) taken from the SSE at c = 0 but for J other
than ∞. In g. 2() Tχu,fs from this approximation
is ompared with Tχu from eqn.(2) at J = 2. First, at
low temperatures Tχu is smaller than Tχu,fs. Seond,
while Tχu,fs saturates on an energy sale set by the spin
gap, Tχu ontinues to derease as a funtion of T and
seem to saturate at far lower temperatures. This is a
lear indiation of low-energy orrelations whih develop
between the impurity indued degrees of freedom. This
also laries the need for SSE results at far lower values
of T at nite disorder as ompared to the lean ase.
For site diluted spin-ladders Sigrist and Furusaki have
proposed
17
that below a rossover temperature, and due
to long-range, higher order exhange the free spins will
form lusters of a size set by the inverse temperature.
These lusters lead to a Curie-type of suseptibility per
defet, however with a Curie onstant redued from 1/4
to 1/ (3 · 4). The argument of ref.17 is not restrited to
ladders. To onsider this, g. 2(d) shows the Curie
ontribution normalized to the defet onentration on
a log-log sale. For c ≥ 0.1 saturation of Tχu an
be antiipated for T < 1/500. Consistently with ref.17
limT→0 [Tχu (2− c) /c] < 1/4. Moreover, while a renor-
malization by a fator of exatly 1/3 an not be read o
from this gure, the redution is very lose to this value.
The kink in Tχu observable at elevated temperatures and
small onentrations in this log-log plot is related to the
opening of the spin gap.
Fig. 3 laries the dierene between the gapped and
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Figure 4: Tχu vs. T at c = 0.03 (a), 0.1 (b), and 0.2 () for
various values of J > Jc. Dashed straight lines orrespond to
(renormalized) Curie onstant. Legends label plots aording
to order listed between dashed and dashed-dotted. Statistial
errors are depited by vertial bars.
the ordered phase as well as the impat of nite size gaps.
It ontrast to the gapped phase, site dilution of the LRO
phase is not expeted to indue quasi free moments be-
ause of the AFM orrelations between all the oupied
sites
36
. On nite systems however, a size-dependend spin
gap will remain also in the AFM-LRO phase. Disorder
will eventually indue states in this gap, leading to an
inrease of the uniform suseptibility, however at a tem-
perature sale muh lower than and unrelated to J . This
is onsistent with the results shown for small onentra-
tion in g. 3. In the gapped phase, at J=2.4 an almost
straight-line behavior an be observed on a log-log sale
below an energy set by the intrinsi spin gap. In the LRO
phase at J=0.8 suh behavior an only be antiipated at
temperatures at least two orders of magnitude lower.
In g. 4 we summarize Tχu versus T for c = 0.03, 0.1,
and 0.2 over a nite range of oupling onstants J orre-
sponding to the gapped regime of the lean system. First,
while low-temperature onvergene to a onstant Tχu is
observed for c = 0.1 and 0.2, g. 4 allows for an approxi-
mate extrapolation to T = 0 at c = 0.03 only. Seond, it
is tempting to laim that at xed c the low temperature
Curie onstant depends only weakly on J . Third, the low
temperature Curie onstant is less than 1/4 and lose to
1/ (3 · 4) for all ases depited. However, the gure sug-
gests that the Curie onstant is a dereasing funtion of
c and annot be desribed by a single renormalization
fator at all c. This is onsistent with the fat, that at
c = 1 the SKN is idential to the 2D AFM Heisenberg
model, for whih limT→0 Tχu = 0.
Now we turn to the longitudinal staggered struture
fator, i.e. the order parameter for AFM-LRO
S (Q) =
〈(
mzQ
)2〉
, (4)
where mzQ =
∑
n=P+I,l S
z
nl exp (iQ · rl) /N
o
is the stag-
gered magnetization with Q = (pi, pi, pi). All results dis-
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Figure 5: Low-temperature staggered magnetization 3S (Q)
versus J for various c = 0, 0.03, 0.1, and 0.2 (a) and versus
c for various J = 0.8 . . . 2.4 (b). Statistial errors are either
less than the solid-irle marker size or are depited by vertial
bars. Legends label plots from top to bottom.
ussed orrespond to values of T suh that low temper-
ature saturation of S (Q) has been reahed. Fig. 5(a)
shows the squared staggered moment M2Q = 3S (Q) ver-
sus J for the lean ase and for c=0.03, 0.1 and 0.2. In
the lean ase M2Q is nite below the ritial value of
J = Jc and, apart from nite size eets, drops to zero
for J > Jc. I.e. Jc orresponds to the QCP
31
with AFM-
LRO for J < Jc and a spin gapped state for J > Jc.
Generating SSE data of smaller value of M2Q for J ∼ Jc
at c = 0 requires 'ne-tuning' of J whih we refrain from.
The main result of g. 5(a) is ontained in the hange
ofM2Q versus J upon doping. First, for all onentrations
investigated the QCP disappears. Seond, a nite stag-
gered moment an be observed at all values of J and in
partiular also in the formerly gapped phase of the lean
system. This implies that doping by non magneti impu-
rities indues AFM-LRO in the quantum disorder phase
of the SKN, i.e. order-from-disorder. It is tempting to
speulate, that this behavior is true for all c.
We may also disuss these results from a dierent point
of view, i.e. by onsidering M2Q versus the impurity on-
entration for various exhange oupling onstants, as in
g. 5(b). This shows M2Q to inrease at small c, both
below and above Jc. At Jc the indued AFM order is
most sensitive to the impurity onentration. For c → 1
all urves are expeted to join at a single value orre-
sponding to the staggered magnetization of the planar
Heisenberg AFM. For c = 0 and J ≥ 1.6 > Jc, M
2
Q
has been fored to zero in g. 5(b). This neglets nite
size eets, namely that M2Q 6= 0, albeit small, even for
c = 0 sine N = 24 is nite. In priniple this value of
M2Q (J > Jc, c = 0) an be read o by extrapolating to
c→ 0 for eah J > Jc in g. 5(b).
Finally we disuss the Chakravarty-Halperin-Nelson
ratio
R =
S (Q)
Tχ (Q)
. (5)
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Figure 6: (a): Chakravarty-Halperin-Nelson ratio R of the
total staggered struture fator and suseptibility vs. tem-
perature at J = 2 > Jc for c = 0, 0.03, 0.1, and 0.2, orre-
sponding to dashed, solid, dashed-dotted and dashed-double-
dotted. Result for c = 0 in panel (a) from ref.31. Tempera-
tures are 1/1024 ≤ T ≤ 1 (0.05 ≤ T ≤ 10) for c 6= 0 (c = 0).
Dotted line: unity. (b) and (): denominator χ (Q) and nu-
merator S (Q) from eqn. (5) for R vs. temperature with c as
in g. 6 (a). Size of statistial errors is given by vertial bars
in all panels.
whih, in addition to S (Q) inludes information on the
longitudinal staggered suseptibility
χ (Q) =
∫ 1/T
0
dτ
〈
mzQ (τ)m
z
Q
〉
(6)
This ratio relates our analysis to that of the AFM non-
linear σ-model (NLσM)1,2,37. Regarding lean systems
with a QCP between AFM-LRO and dimerization, this
ratio has been studied in detail for the bilayer Heisen-
berg AFM
38
and for the SKN
31
. In agreement with the
NLσM it was found that R = 1 in the (lassial) high-
T regime, as well as in AMF-LRO (renormalized lassi-
al) regime for T → 0. At the QCP the NLσM requires
R (T → 0) ≃ 1.09, whih is also onsistent with SSE at
J = Jc. While - to our knowledge - rigorous results are
absent for a disorder indued AFM-LRO phase, as for
J > Jc, it is yet tempting to speulate that renormal-
ized lassial behavior will re-emerge. Sine in the gaped
phase of the lean system R diverges as T−1 this will lead
to drasti variations in R versus c for J > Jc. Indeed this
is observed in g. 6(a), where R is shown versus T as c
varies from 0 to 0.2. Obviously R dereases markedly
with inreasing c and almost reahes 1 for c ≥ 0.1 and
T ∼ 0.01. As for c = 0 the zero temperature limit of R
will be very sensitive to nite size gaps
31,38
. This may
ause the low-T inrease seen in this gure, i.e. we speu-
late that for larger systems R = 1 as T → 0 for all c 6= 0.
This has to laried by future analysis. For ompleteness,
g. 6(b) and () relate the anellation of the fator T
in the denominator of R at c 6= 0 to the temperature
dependene of χ (Q).
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